Non-Manufacturer Container Labeling Requirements

Non-manufacturer containers are often used in laboratories to hold chemicals that have been transferred from their original container, or that have been made in the lab. At the University of Minnesota, all containers in a laboratory that will not be used within a work shift are required to be identified with their contents and associated hazards (or as non-hazardous). The following guidelines will describe labeling methods accepted at the University of Minnesota for non-manufacturer containers.

Definition of Terms

- **Non-manufacturer container**: A container to which a reagent has been transferred to or prepared in. For example, a bottle, flask, vial, or other vessel that is permanent or temporary. A non-manufacturer container is equivalent to OSHA’s definition of a ‘secondary container’.

- **Shift**: The work shift of the individual who makes the transfer and during which the container is always in their presence. For example, the worker doesn’t leave the work area or move the container to an area where they’re no longer in possession of it.

Non-Manufacturer Container Labels¹

Often, laboratory operations require transferring chemicals from the original labeled container into a non-manufacturer container (e.g., squirt bottle, beaker, flask, or media bottle etc.). **All containers must have a means of communicating their contents and the hazards of those contents either on the container or in the area where the container is stored.** Containers must comply with these labeling requirements if any of the following events occur:

- The material is not consumed within the work shift of the individual who makes the transfer.
- The worker who made the transfer leaves the work area.
The container is moved to another work area and is no longer in the possession of the worker who filled the container.

There are several accepted methods of communicating non-manufacturer container hazards at the University of Minnesota.

Methods of Labeling a Non-Manufacturer Container at the University of Minnesota

1. Container Labeling (e.g. Figure 1)
2. Acronym or Symbol Key (e.g. Figure 2)
3. Work Area Labeling (e.g. Figure 3)

Note: Hazardous chemical waste has additional labeling requirements. Detailed requirements for waste can be found in the Hazardous Waste Guidebook here: [http://z.umn.edu/hwgbch4](http://z.umn.edu/hwgbch4)

Method 1: Container Labeling (Figure 1)

*Label every non-manufacturer container with the chemical identity (i.e. sodium hydroxide or NaOH) AND the hazards of the chemical(s) (i.e. corrosive for sodium hydroxide).*

Options:

a. Labels can be purchased or made by the research group as long as they have space for the chemical identity or identities and hazards.

b. Checkboxes, NFPA labeling system or GHS symbols (Figure 1) can be used to communicate the hazards. Hazards can also be written, in full, on the label (i.e. “corrosive” or “toxic”).

c. It is best practice to list a reagent transfer date with the initials of the worker who transferred it. This is mandatory for peroxide formers.

Figure 1: Chemical name and GHS label indicating hazards
Method 2: Acronym or Symbol Key (Figure 2)
Label every non-manufacturer container with standard acronyms (i.e. EtOH for ethanol), chemical formulas (i.e. \(C_2H_5O\) for ethanol) or a reasonable symbol (i.e. color coded stickers) AND post a highly visible key that lists the chemical name and hazard associated with that acronym, formula, or symbol. Note: this key must be posted in each separated lab room (i.e. main lab and tissue culture room).

![CHEMICAL ABBREVIATION KEY](image)

Figure 2: A secondary container with an acronym (EtOH) on the label is accompanied by a posted key listing the acronym and the hazards of the chemical.

Method 3: Work Area Labeling (Figures 3 and 4; next page)
Label non-manufacturer containers with your laboratory convention (i.e. acronyms, chemical formulas, sample number, or symbols) AND store the containers with chemicals of the same hazard class in an area or storage bin that is labeled with the hazards of the material. These containers MUST return to the storage area at the end of the work shift.
Examples:

- Anything too numerous of the same hazard that labeling is impractical (Figure 4)
- Anything too small to support a label (i.e. containers less than 10 mL)

Hazard and content identification must be present on the sample holder or shelf/cabinet area these where samples are stored but does not have to be on individual samples.

Note: This also applies to flasks of reactions that are running beyond one work shift. They require a label (i.e. protocol or lab notebook number) AND an area label indicating hazards (i.e. on the hood or benchtop near the reaction). As a best practice, this label should detail intended conditions (temperature, pressure etc.) and the reaction vessel should also be labeled with initials and a notebook number for lab reference.

Getting Assistance

DEHS is available to assist with chemical labeling and storage guidance, interpreting SDSs and determining the safest ways of using chemicals. DEHS also has available guidelines for conducting hazard assessments and selecting appropriate PPE. Always remember that your Department Safety Officer is a great resource for department-specific safety information. For a list of Department Safety Officers, please visit: http://www.dehs.umn.edu/PDFs/rso_list.pdf.
For More Information, Please Contact:

University Health and Safety

Website: www.dehs.umn.edu
Phone: 612-626-6002
Email: dehs@umn.edu

Resources:

OSHA quick cards:
- Labeling and Transfer of Chemicals: http://z.umn.edu/oqchazclab

Sample chemical abbreviation key: http://z.umn.edu/chemabbrev
Sample container labels: http://z.umn.edu/averylabels

---

1 OSHA 1910.1200(f)(6) – Workplace labeling